In silico prediction of the cell proliferation in porous scaffold using model of effective pore.
The mathematical prediction of cell proliferation in porous scaffold still remains a challenge. The analysis of existing models and experimental data confirms a need for a new solution, which takes into account cells" development on the scaffold pore walls as well as some additional parameters such as the pore size, cell density in cellular layers, the thickness of the growing cell layer and others. The simulations, presented below, are based on three main approaches. The first approach takes into account multilayer cell growth on the pore walls of the scaffold. The second approach is a simulation of cell proliferation in a discrete process as a continuous one. The third one is the representation of scaffold structure as a system of cylindrical channels. Oxygen (nutrient) mass transfer is realized inside these channels. The model, described below, proposes the new solution to time dependent description of cell proliferation in porous scaffold and optimized trophical conditions for tissue development.